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MEDIA BIAS AND ELECTORAL COMPETITION

ASCENSIÓN ANDINA-DÍAZ
Universidad de Málaga

We present a model of electoral competition with uninformed voters. There
is a market for news with ideological media outlets. We consider two market
structures: monopoly and duopoly. We show that if each party has the support
of an outlet, either party has the same probability of winning the election.
However, if just one of the parties has the support of the media, the results
might well change as this party will get into o ce with a higher probability
than the other party. We also analyze voters’ welfare and show that the
important aspect is whether a media industry exists, and not the number of
media outlets.

Keywords: Election; accountability; media bias.

(JEL D72, D82)

1. Introduction

In modern societies, media provide most of the information that citi-
zens use to make their private and public choices. This fact confers
the media a great power as, by influencing citizens, they may a ect
electoral outcomes, public policies, legislation, etc. Some recent pa-
pers document this phenomenon. Among them, Besley and Burgess
(2002), who observe a strong correlation between the level of circu-
lation of newspapers in Indian states and the responsiveness of their
governments; or Stromberg (2004), who finds that US counties with
more radio listeners received more New Deal relief funds.

It is precisely this belief that the media can a ect the public what
induces certain media owners to promote their political viewpoints and

I am most grateful to Javier M. López-Cuñat for helpful advice on previous versions
of this paper and to Miguel A. Meléndez-Jiménez for his suggestions. I am also
grateful to the Co-editor Antonio Cabrales and two anonymous referees for valuable
comments that substantially improved the analysis. Last, I wish to thank Enriqueta
Aragonés, Ramón Faulí, Ignacio Ortuño, Javier Rodero, Christian Schultz and
David Strömberg for suggestions at di erent stages of this research. The usual
disclaimer applies.
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agendas through the media. This fact may translate into a media bias:
By selectively omitting information, by highlighting details that are
favorable or unfavorable to a particular issue, etc., the media distorts
the news. In this case, we say that there is a media bias. Evidence
of this bias is documented by Lott and Hassett (2004) and Groseclose
and Milyo (2005), among others, who find a strong liberal bias in US
newspapers; and by Ansolabehere et al. (2006), who observe that US
newspaper editorials support more heavily the politicians in o ce.

The present paper is intended to analyze the e ects of media bias on
election outcomes. To this aim, we consider a situation in which an
election campaign between two candidates of unknown motives is going
to take place.1 There are one/two politically orientated media outlets,
that want to maximize the probability that their preferred politician
gets elected.2 Media outlets choose whether to investigate the policy
position of their non-preferred candidate. If an outlet undertakes in-
vestigation, we assume it observes the true intention of the politician
and publishes that information. Voters are aware of the political ori-
entation of the media and use the reports sent by the outlets to update
their beliefs on the motives of the candidates and to decide for whom
to vote. We consider two media market structures: a monopoly and a
duopoly. We analyze how the decision of the media to undertake in-
vestigation depends on the structure of the media industry and on the
promises made by the politicians. We also analyze whether media bias
translates into a political bias and how it a ects voters’ welfare. Our
results show that if only one party is endorsed by the media, media can
get its candidate elected by revealing unfavorable information about

1Krukones (1984) provides evidence that politicians’ goals are not always known
at the time of the election. In particular, he observes that from 1912 to 1976, the
candidates running for the White House only fulfilled 65% of the campaign promises
concerning foreign policies.
2 Implicit in this assumption is the idea that media outlets obtain some kind of
benefit if their preferred party gets into o ce. These benefits or rents may take
various forms in real-life. They range from the private benefit of a media owner that
actively participates in the political life (a classical example is the three times Italian
Primer Minister Silvio Berlusconi, who controls Fininvest, a private company that
includes three national tv broadcasters and a number of important newspapers); to
the grant or renewal of an administrative license that regulates the operation of a
media outlet (see the case of Radio Caracas Televisión, RCTV, the only Venezuela’s
opposition TV station with national reach, that went o air in May 2007 after
President Hugo Chavez did not renew its licence (BBC news, 28 May 2007)); to the
more obscure rent obtained by a media owner that, by operating in other industries,
can benefit from a favorable legislation of those sectors.
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the other candidate. However, if the two parties are endorsed by the
media, either party has the same probability of winning the election.
We also observe that, in equilibrium, at most one media investigates,
which determines that the probability that the good (moderate) politi-
cian is elected is the same under a monopoly than under a duopoly
structure, and that this probability is higher with a media industry
than without it.

Our model builds on the recent and growing literature on media bias.
The theoretical research on this topic can be broadly divided up into
two main strands: the so called demand side models and the supply side
models. Demand side models consider that readers (or viewers) have
preferences for a certain type of media content. Thus, Mullainathan
and Shleifer (2005) show that if consumers have beliefs that like to
see confirmed by the media, then audience maximizer media outlets
would slant their stories toward these beliefs. In contrast, the papers
that focus on the supply side of the problem consider that media out-
lets have preferences for influencing political outcomes (or some other
relevant variable). This argument is empirically supported by Della
Vigna and Kaplan (2007), who show that exposure to media bias per-
suades voters, which helps to explain why certain individuals, families
or lobbies have interests in controlling the media, as many theoretical
papers assume. Among these papers, we find Vaidya (2005) and Besley
and Prat (2006), for whom media bias is a result of being captured by
government; or Baron (2006), Anderson and McLaren (2005), Balan
et al. (2005) and Bovitz et al. (2002), for whom media bias is the con-
sequence of the bias of some of the actors that participate in the news
production (journalists, media owners and all of them, respectively).

The paper we present focuses on the supply side of the problem and
so, share with the aforementioned papers the idea that media own-
ers want to influence political outcomes. In all of the these papers,
however, no electoral competition is modeled. Only Besley and Prat
(2006) consider that citizens have to choose whether to reelect an in-
cumbent of unknown motives, about whom the media may reveal in-
formation. In our paper, however, two candidates campaign and both
of them can have the support of the media. This allows us to analyze
which campaign promises are compatible, in equilibrium, with the be-
havior of the media or, to say it di erently, how the decision of the
media to undertake investigation depends on the promises made by
the politicians. Another important di erence between our paper and
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those already mentioned concerns media behavior. Most of these pa-
pers (Vaidya (2005), Besley and Prat (2006), Anderson and McLaren
(2005) and Bovitz et al. (2002)) assume that media cannot raise false
allegations, but can hide relevant information (and publish nothing).
Baron (2006) and Balan et al. (2005) consider, however, that media
have full discretion to publish whatever they want. Our approach is
di erent to theirs. We consider that media have full discretion to de-
cide whether to undertake investigation or not (of their non preferred
politician), but that they are forced to publish the information they
obtain, meaning that media cannot be silent on a topic, nor publish a
lie on purpose. 3

Finally, the model we consider is reminiscent of Andina-Díaz (2009),
the key di erence being the assumed objective of the media. Andina-
Díaz (2009) considers that media are audience-maximizers and have no
political preference.4 Her focus is on how the structure of the demand
and the supply side of the market for news a ects the revelation of
information. The present paper, however, considers that media have
a political orientation and its purpose is to learn about the e ects of
this media bias on electoral competition and on voters’ welfare.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
present the model. In Section 3 we derive the equilibria and analyze
the political and welfare implications and in Section 4 we conclude.

2. The model

We consider an election campaign between two political parties. There
is a media industry and a finite number of citizens who vote according
to their preference and their expectation about the post-election policy.

— Political parties. There is a laborist party L and a conservative
party C. Each party is represented by a candidate, who can be ei-
ther moderate or extreme. We denote by a moderate type and by
( ) an extreme type of party L (C). The sets of types are thus

3See Section 2 for an extended discussion of this matter.
4This is a reasonable assumption in some countries, like the UK, where the Indepen-
dent Television Commission, ITC, regulates political news, calling for impartiality
and plurality. In particular, the ITC says: "The Broadcasting Act 1990 makes it
the statutory duty of the ITC to draw up, and from time to time, review a code
giving guidance as to the rules to be observed for the purpose of preserving due
impartiality on the part of licensees as respects matters of political or industrial
controversy or relating to current public policy".
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L = { } and C = { }, with L L and C C. We
consider that Nature moves first and chooses the type of the candi-
date that will represent each party. The type is private information
to the candidate and is not known to the rest of the actors, who only
know that a candidate is extreme with probability (0 1). The
model thus fits most clearly election campaigns between two recently
elected candidates whose stands are not totally known at the time of
the election.5

Candidates’ objective is to win o ce. To this aim, they propose their
platforms, choosing either a moderate or an extreme platform, and run
for o ce. The space of platforms is thus PL = { } and PC = { },
for candidates in party L and C respectively, with pL PL and pC
PC We assume that platforms are non-binding and that, conditional
on being elected, a politician prefers to implement the policy that
corresponds to his type. We denote by L a strategy for the candidate
of party L and by C a strategy for the candidate of party C.

— Media outlets. We consider media outlets that want to maximize
the probability that their preferred political party gets elected. We
assume that if a media outlet gets its candidate elected, it obtains a
(political) rent of 0. Media competition is solely for political rents,
meaning that media do not care about audience but merely about
Candidates and voters understand the motives of the media.

We consider two media market structures: a monopoly and a duopoly.
Abusing notation, let L be the media outlet supporting the laborist
party and let C be the one supporting the conservative party. Media
outlets observe politicians’ platforms, update beliefs on the candidates’
types and decide (simultaneously in the case of two outlets) whether to
investigate the policy position of their non-preferred candidate or not.6

It is assumed that to investigate implies a strictly positive fixed cost,
0 A strategy for outlet {L C}, , is thus a function that

5The assumption that a candidate’s motivation (type) is not known to his rival
is common in the literature. See, for example, Sutter (2006), where candidates’
private information refers to their disposition toward acts that benefit themselves;
Harrington (1992), where candidates’ preferred policies (left or right) are private
information; Callander (2008), where candidates are either o ce motivated or pol-
icy motivated and it is unknown to their rivals; or Aragonés and Palfrey (2003), for
whom candidates’ ideal points as well as their tradeo s between policy preferences
and winning is private information.
6The media outlets could also choose to investigate their preferred candidate but
this would rarely occur in equilibrium, so we disregard this case.
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maps each pair of candidates’ platforms into a decision of whether to
investigate the non-preferred politician, , or not, . We assume that
when a media outlet does not investigate, it gets no extra information
on the candidate’ true type and so, no new information is published. In
particular, in this case, the outlet simply publishes the announcements
made by the candidates in their campaigns. In contrast, when a media
outlet investigates, we assume that it observes the true type of its non-
preferred candidate (the one it investigates) and truthfully publishes
this information (it also publishes the campaign announcement made
by its aligned candidate).7 Thus, in this case, new information can be
revealed. For each {L C} we denote by R = { } the
space of messages or reports of outlet and by r R an element of
this set, where the first (second) component of refers to the laborist
(conservative) party.

— Voters. We consider a finite and odd number of rational (moder-
ate) voters. Voters observe candidates’ platforms and media’s reports,
update beliefs on the candidates’ types and decide for whom to vote.
We assume that voters maximize expected utility, which is defined
on the post-election policy, and that their preference profile satisfy
Â .8 A citizen thus votes for party L if she believes that its

candidate is more likely a moderate type than the candidate of party
C (and viceversa). In case of indi erence, a coin flip determines her
vote.

7Consider now that the media can send whatever message about their non-preferred
candidate’s type (regardless the outcome of an investigation). In this case, in
equilibrium, media cannot separate messages when they learn the type of their
(non-preferred) candidate. To see it, note that, in such a situation, there are cases
where the viewers can infer, from the message of a media outlet, that a candidate
is moderate. But in such cases, that medium will have incentives to deviate so
that the viewers believe that the candidate is extreme. Therefore, only pooling
equilibria shall be expected in this case. Moreover, note that, if it is the case,
media’s messages will not a ect voters’ beliefs and hence, since investigation is
costly, media shall not investigate in equilibrium (for natural values of the out-of-
equilibrium path beliefs). As a result, we should expect the media to choose not
to investigate and the citizens to disregard media information. To summarize, if
the media want to influence citizens and so electoral outcomes, they cannot freely
manipulate news.
8Alternatively, we can consider that there are three types of voters: laborists ( ),
conservatives ( ) and moderates ( ); with preferences Â Â , Â Â
and Â . In this case, our results hold whenever the median voter is
moderate.
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The timing of the game is as follows. First, Nature selects a candidate
(who is endowed with a type) for each party. Candidates propose
non-binding platforms and run for o ce. Ideological media outlets
observe the candidates’ platforms and decide whether to investigate
the policy position of their non-preferred candidate. Voters observe
the candidates’ platforms and the media’s reports, update beliefs on
the candidates types and then decide for whom to vote. Payo s are
realized. Everything in the model is common-knowledge except for the
true intentions of the politicians.

3. Equilibrium analysis

We focus on pure strategy equilibria. Our equilibrium concept is the
perfect Bayesian equilibrium, which, for this game, is a vector of strate-
gies for candidates, media outlets and voters, and a vector of beliefs
for media and voters, such that:

1) Candidates maximize their number of votes, media outlets maximize
their political rents and voters maximize their expected utility.

2) The belief of media outlets on candidate {L C} is derived from
Bayes’ rule, i.e., p P

( | p ) =
( )(p ) ( )

0 ( 0)(p ) ( 0) whenever possible.

3) The belief of voters on candidate {L C} is derived from Bayes’
Rule, i.e., p P r R

( | p {r
6= } {L C}) =

({r 6= } {L C}|p ; ) ( )(p ) ( )

0 ({r 6= } {L C}|p ; 0) ( 0)(p ) ( 0)

whenever possible, where
³
{r
6= } {L C} | p ;

´
is the probability

that medium where {L C} reports r about (its non-preferred)
candidate where {L C} 6= when candidate has proposed
platform p being his type.

Regarding the beliefs o the equilibrium path, we assume that when-
ever candidate {L C} does not use his equilibrium strategy, the
media do not investigate him and there is nothing that contradicts
this fact, voters believe that candidate is extreme with probability
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(0 1).9 In any other case, we assume that voters trust the media
regarding the new information (assumption ).10

We therefore assume that, out-of-equilibrium path, voters trust the
media more than the candidates. To see the reason for this assumption
note that, in the present paper, the politicians can send any message
but the media cannot deliberately manipulate news. In other words,
the media cannot intentionally publish a lie, meaning that if a media
outlet investigates (and so, has accurate information about the type of
a candidate), its report on the investigated politician is always truth-
ful. This imposed structure makes sense because if we allowed the
media to send any message on their non-preferred candidate’s type
(regardless the outcome of an investigation), media messages would
not a ect citizens’ beliefs and so, in equilibrium, would not alter the
probability that their preferred politician is elected (see footnote 7).
But as media compete for political rents, they benefit from the victory
of their politician. Hence, they have incentives to internally regulate
against manipulation. This helps to explain why rational voters who
understand the motives of the media take into account media infor-
mation when casting their vote.

We are now in position to obtain the first result of the model.

Proposition 1 There is no equilibrium in which at least one candi-
date separates, either truthfully or untruthfully.

The proof of the result is as follows. In any situation in which at least
one candidate separates, Bayes’ rule dictates the voters to believe that
the candidate that separates is moderate when he sends the message
that the true moderate sends in equilibrium. Hence, the extreme type
that separates has an incentive to deviate and mimic the platform
sent by the moderate, as in this case voters will recognize him as a
truthful moderate and will vote for him. This rules out the possibility
of separating equilibria in the model. To say it di erently, in this

9The working paper version of this paper, Andina-Díaz (2004), considers [0 1].
In this version, however, we use (0 1) which allows us to simplify the analysis
without major consequences to our qualitative results.
10Assumption thus applies in the following cases: 1) A candidate does not use
his equilibrium strategy and either the media investigate him or the media do not
investigate him but the evidence contradicts this fact; and 2) the candidates use
their equilibrium strategy, the media do not investigate but the evidence contradicts
this fact.

PROPOSITION 1
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model, media do not induce politicians to make informative speeches.
In the rest of the paper we therefore analyze pooling equilibria.

3.1 Monopoly media market

We consider the case of a sole outlet in the ideological media market,
which, without loss of generality, we assume that prefers party C. We
first analyze the behavior of the media outlet in this case, and then
characterize the equilibria of the entire game.

Proposition 2 Let C be the sole outlet in the ideological media mar-
ket. Then C( ·) = never occurs, either in equilibrium or o the
equilibrium path.

The proof is in the Appendix. This result says that, in equilibrium,
the monopoly never investigates its non-preferred candidate when he
proposes the extreme platform. The intuition is that if the voters be-
lieve that outlet C investigates, they will take the information revealed
by the media about candidate L as truthful. In this event, outlet C
learns that, by investigating, it will signal a moderate candidate with a
certain positive probability; whereas, by not investigating, voters will
erroneously learn that the candidate is extreme. Given that media C
wants candidate C to win o ce, it never investigates candidate L when
he proposes an extreme platform. As a result, a moderate left-wing
candidate can never take advantage of the media, meaning that he
cannot signal his (moderate) type by campaigning.

Regarding the equilibria of the entire game, Lemma 1 presents the
characterization of these equilibria. This lemma is relegated to the Ap-
pendix because of its technical characterization and because of space
constraints. The result can however be summarized as follows: in equi-
librium, for any platform profile of candidate C, candidate L is never
investigated when he proposes an extreme platform (Proposition 2)
and may be investigated when he campaigns as a moderate.

Lemma 1 is however important because of another result that we de-
rive from it. This result if formalized in Proposition 3 below and it
basically says that a monopolistic media industry introduces a bias in
the political game. The reason is that, under a monopoly, the party
supported by the media wins the election with a higher probability
than the other party. Hence, the bias. To prove this result, we focus

PROPOSITION 2
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on the equilibria in which the left-wing candidate is investigated in
equilibrium (cases (i.1) and (i.2) in Lemma 1). We do not analyze the
other cases because if the monopoly does not investigate in the equi-
librium path, either candidate obtains (in expected terms) one half of
the votes, so no bias exists. However, if the outlet does investigate,
the left-wing candidate obtains (in expected terms), in equilibrium,
(1 ) votes. Or to say it di erently, L wins the election if 1

2 and
C does if 1

2 . Here, there is room for bias.11

Proposition 3 Suppose that the parameters and are uniformly
and independently distributed. Let C be the sole outlet in the ideological
media market. Then, the set of values of parameters that sustain the
equilibria in which party C wins, has higher measure than the set of
values of parameters that sustain the equilibria in which party L does.

The proof is in the Appendix.

3.2 Duopoly media market

We now consider the case of two ideological outlets in the media mar-
ket. Let L be the media outlet preferring the laborist party and let C
be the one preferring the conservative party.

As in the previous case, we obtain that ideological outlets never inves-
tigate their non-preferred candidate when they propose the extreme
platform. This result is formalized in the next proposition.

Proposition 4 Let media L support party L, and let media C support
party C. Then, neither L(· ) = nor C( ·) = occurs, either in
equilibrium or o the equilibrium path.

11Note that for this bias to exist, we need some asymmetry in the investigation.
This means that no bias (of this type) would exist in the presence of (at least) one
commercial media outlet that competed for audience, if citizens are unbiased. Be-
cause if this were not the case, i.e., citizens like the media to confirm their beliefs,
audience-driven media outlets would slant their reports toward citizens positions
(see Mullainathan and Shleifer (2005)). Likewise, if the media received audience
and policy-related benefits and the citizens were unbiased, we would expect our
result to hold if policy-related benefits overweight audience-driven profits. Other-
wise, the tradeo that such kind of media would experience would result in the
media maximizing audience and so being informative and unbiased (see Balan et
al. (2005)).

PROPOSITION 3

PROPOSITION 4
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The proof is in the Appendix. Proposition 4 says that, in equilibrium,
media outlets with a political motive never investigate an extreme
platform announcement. The reason is that whenever the voters think
that a media outlet investigates, that medium has incentives to save
the cost of the investigation and make the citizens believe that the
candidate under control is extreme.

A more interesting result is the one formalized in Proposition 5 below.
It says that there is no equilibrium in which the two candidates make
moderate announcements and the two media outlets investigate.

Proposition 5 For all L { }, C { }, there is no equi-
librium where L( L) = C( C) = and L( ) = C( ) =
hold.

The proof of the result is as follows. Consider that such an equilibrium
exists and let us focus on the behavior of (one of) the extreme type
candidates. Since the two media investigate, this candidate obtains

2 votes in equilibrium. Now, let us consider that he deviates. From
Proposition 4 we know that, if an equilibrium exists, the candidate that
proposes an extreme platform is not investigated. Then, by deviating,
he gets either votes (if the other candidate is investigated) or 2 votes
(if his opponent is not investigated). Hence, an extreme type candidate
finds it profitable to deviate. There is therefore no equilibrium in which
the candidates pool at the moderate platform and the two outlets
investigate in the equilibrium path.

Note that from Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 we can conclude that
there is no equilibrium in which the two media outlets investigate in
the equilibrium path. In other words, in the equilibrium path (for the
platforms profile observed in equilibrium), at most one media outlet
investigates. This is the same as in the monopolistic case.

Regarding the equilibria of the entire game, we observe that if the two
parties have the support of a media outlet, either party has the same
probability of winning the election.

Proposition 6 Let media C support party C, and let media L support
party L. Then, either party wins the election with the same probability.

PROPOSITION 5

PROPOSITION 6
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The proof is direct. It is based on the fact that if each party has the
support of one media outlet, and the two parties and the two media
outlets are symmetric, then the equilibria must be symmetric.12

Hence, from the comparison of the monopoly (Proposition 3) and the
duopoly (Proposition 6) we observe that, for political competition to
be balanced, media industry has to be pluralistic in ideology.

In our context, however, it is also interesting to analyze the voters’
welfare under the two market structures. Since, in our model, voters
want to pick a moderate candidate, we need to compare the probability
that a moderate candidate is elected under a media monopoly versus
a media duopoly. From the previous analysis we know that in the two
market structures, there is, at most, one media outlet that investigates
in the equilibrium path. Hence, we now obtain the probability that a
moderate candidate is picked when either no media outlet investigates
or just one does it.

Let us first consider that no media outlet investigates in the equilib-
rium path. We obtain that, in a pooling equilibria, the probability that
the elected candidate is moderate is (1 )2+ (1 ). In contrast, if
one media outlet investigates in the equilibrium path, the probability
that the elected candidate is moderate is (1 ) + (1 ). Since

0, the probability that the voters pick a moderate candidate is
higher under a media market (even in the case of a biased monopoly)

12The working paper version of this paper, Andina-Díaz (2004), presents the com-
plete characterization of all the pooling equilibria in the duopoly case. There we
obtain that: 1) the only equilibria in which both candidates pool at the moder-
ate platform require that at most one media outlet investigates in the equilibrium
path and that such outlet chooses not to investigate if its non-preferred politician
deviates (to send the extreme platform); 2) the only equilibria in which both can-
didates pool at the extreme platform require that media outlets neither investigate
in the equilibrium path nor when a candidate unilaterally deviates; and (iii) the
only equilibria in which one candidate pools at the extreme platform and the other
does at the moderate platform requires that either no candidate is investigated in
the equilibrium path, or only the candidate that proposes the moderate platform
is investigated in the equilibrium path and none of the candidates are investigated
when they unilaterally deviate.
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than under no market for news.13 The next proposition formalizes this
result.

Proposition 7 The probability that the elected candidate is moderate
is higher when a media industry exists than when it does not. Ad-
ditionally, this probability is the same with one than with two media
outlets.

Note that this result is partially driven by the assumption that the me-
dia cannot hide a verifiable outcome, which tends to make politically
biased media comparatively benign. In contrast, if we were to assume
that media can manipulate news, as we have already mentioned, our
intuition is that, in equilibrium, the media would choose not to in-
vestigate and the citizens would disregard the media information. In
this case, the existence of a market for news would add nothing to the
political game. As a result, we conclude that the innocuous role of
politically biased media should be carefully understood in the context
of our model.

4. Conclusion

This model analyzes the role of an ideological media market in a con-
text of asymmetric information between political parties and voters.
Voters want to find out the targets of parties as they realize that, once
in o ce, politicians implement their preferred policy. In this setup,
we analyze the incentives of politically biased media, that cannot ma-
nipulate news, to acquire costly information. We consider two media
market structures: a monopoly and a duopoly. Our results show that
if each party has the support of one media outlet, either party has the
same probability of winning the election. However, if just one of the
parties has the support of the media, the results might well change,

13 In a related paper, Besley and Prat (2006) consider a game in which the govern-
ment can buy the silence of the media and so hide bad news about its quality. Note
that, in terms of the present paper, we can interpret silenced media as ideological
media (in the sense that both types of media favor the interests of a group). Besley
and Prat (2006) find that, because of their assumption that (bad) information can
be silenced, voters’ welfare (measured as the probability that a bad incumbent is
not reelected) is the same under silenced (or biased) media than under no media
industry. In our paper, however, politically biased media reveals relevant informa-
tion to voters (through their negative advertising). Hence, even the presence of one
ideological media that biases the political process improves the voters’ welfare (in
the sense explained above).

PROPOSITION 7
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as this party will get into o ce with a higher probability than the
other party. Additionally, we show that the existence of a market for
news increases voters’ welfare and that, in equilibrium, welfare does
not depend on the number (one or two) of media outlets.

Although we do not explicitly model the case of more than two ide-
ological outlets, it is worth discussing the implications of such gen-
eralization. In this case, and if we consider that all the ideologically
aligned media receive the political rent if their party gets into o ce,
our intuition is that, in equilibrium, it will never be more than one
outlet investigating each party. For if it were not the case, all the out-
lets that investigate would find it profitable to (unilaterally) deviate,
as they would save the cost and would get the political rent anyway.
In this case, the information available to voters will be the same as
with two media, thereby the political equilibria will remain the same.

Another interesting extension would be to consider that the market
for news is composed of politically biased media and audience-driven
media. This is possibly the most realistic scenario. In this case, our
results would no longer hold (we should expect the commercial media
to treat the two parties equally, which would imply a symmetry of
results), unless asymmetry is introduced in the demand side of the
market. This is precisely done by Mullainathan and Shleifer (2005) and
Gentzkow and Shapiro (2006), who analyze how consumers preferences
for a certain type of content a ects the behavior of the commercial
media. The introduction of a bias, both in the demand and the supply
side of the market for news is, however, something still unexplored
that we think merits future research.

5. Appendix

Proof. Proof of Proposition 2

Let us denote by L
L
C

C
C
C

= ( L( | L
L
C) C( | C

C
C)) the belief

that the voters have on candidate L being given his platform L and
medium C’s message on him, L

C; and the voters’ belief on candidate
C being given his platform C and medium C’s message on him
C
C.
14

14 In the case of a right-wing monopoly, C
C = C always holds.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2

Appendix A1.

A1.1 Proof of Proposition 2
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To prove the result, let us consider a hypothetical (pooling) equilibrium
in which L( ) = L( ) = L, C( ) = C( ) = C where L L

{ }, C C { }, L 6= L, C 6= C

After observing message the belief of media outlet C on candidate L
is L( | ) { L} for L { } respectively. Suppose C( C) =
Then, voters’ beliefs are either

C C
= (1 )

C C
= (0 ) if L =

; or
C C

= (1( ) )
C C

= (0( ) ) if L = where the
superscript ( ) means that assumption applies. Suppose now
C( C) = Then, voters’ beliefs are either

C C
= (1 C)

C C
=

(0 C) if L = ; or
C C

= (1( )
C),

C C
= (0( )

C) if L =

In all the cases, the payo to the outlet if it investigates is L( |

L) , and its payo if it deviates is Hence, neither C( C) =
nor C( C) = can occur in equilibrium.

Lemma 8 In the monopoly case, the following are the only (pure
strategy) equilibria of the entire game:

- L( ) = L( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = ; when L and
.

- L( ) = L( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = ; when either
min{ L C} and = ; or 1

2 = C L and 2
.

- L( ) = L( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = ; when
min{12 L} and 2 .

- L( ) = L( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = ; when either
= C L and 2 ; or C L and .

- L( ) = L( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = ; when either

L L and C; or L 2 L and = L C.

- L( ) = L( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = ; when either

C L; L and L C; or L 2 and

L = C.

LEMMA 1
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Proof. Our way of proceeding is the following. First, we analyze me-
dia’s behavior and second, we analyze candidates’ behavior. Note that
from Proposition 2, C( ·) = never occurs, either in equilibrium or
o the equilibrium path.

(i) Let us consider a hypothetical equilibrium in which L( ) = L( )
= C( ) = C( ) = with { } 6=

-Media’s behavior. Case (1) C( ) = . Voters’ beliefs are =

( L ) and = (0( ) ) The payo to the outlet is either if L

2 if L = or 0 if L ; whereas if it deviates and investigates, its
payo is either L if L L 2 if L = or if L

Hence, C( ) = is possible in equilibrium. Case (2) C( ) =
. Voters’ beliefs are = ( L C) and = (0( )

C). The
payo to the outlet is either if L C 2 if L = C, or 0 if
L C; whereas if it deviates and investigates, its payo is always
smaller. Thus, C( ) = is possible in equilibrium. Case (3)
C( ) = Voters’ beliefs are = (0 ) and = (1 ). The

payo to the outlet is whereas if it deviates and does not
investigate, it is 0 Thus, C( ) = implies Case (4)

C( ) = Voters’ beliefs are = ( ) and = (1( ) ).
The outlet’s payo is 2 whereas if it deviates and investigates, it is
+ (1 ) 2 Thus C( ) = implies 2 Case (5)

C( ) = Voters’ beliefs are = (0 C) and = (1 C).
Proceeding as previously, we obtain that C( ) = implies
. Case (6) C( ) = Voters’ beliefs are = ( C) and
= (1( )

C) Here, C( ) = implies either C;

2 and C = ; or and C

-Candidates’ behavior. Case ( 1) Let us consider the strategy profile
(SP hereafter): ( ) C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = where conditions in cases (3) and (5) must be
satisfied. Here, candidate L type gains zero in equilibrium, whereas
if he deviates and sends the message he gains either if L

2 if L = or 0 if L Thus, for candidate L type being in
equilibrium we need L We also observe that candidate L type

has no profitable deviation. Finally, both types of candidate C
gain in equilibrium, whereas if they deviate they gain Thus,
candidate C does not find it strictly profitable to deviate. This SP
conforms therefore an equilibrium when parameters and beliefs satisfy

L and . Case ( 2) Let us consider the SP: ( )

PROOF.
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C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = where
conditions in cases (3) and (6) must be satisfied. Candidate L does
not deviate if L whereas candidate C neither deviates if either

C or C =
1
2 Then, this SP conforms an equilibrium when

parameters and beliefs satisfy either min{ L C} and = ; or
1
2 = C L and 2 Case ( 3) We now consider
the SP: ( ) C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = where conditions in cases (4) and (5) must be satisfied.
Here, either type of candidate L gains 2 in equilibrium, whereas if one
of them deviates, he gains either if L 2 if L = or 0 if
L Thus, for L being in equilibrium we need L Additionally,
either type of candidate C gains 2 , whereas if one of them deviates,
he gains Thus, candidate C does not deviate if 1

2 Then, this
SP conforms an equilibrium when parameters and beliefs satisfy
min{12 L} and 2 . Case ( 4) Last, let us consider the SP:
( ) C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) =

where conditions in cases (4) and (6) must be satisfied Candidate
L does not deviate when L and candidate C neither does when

C Then, this SP conforms an equilibrium when parameters and
beliefs satisfy either = C L and 2 ; or C L and

(ii) We now consider a hypothetical equilibrium in which L( ) =

L( ) = C( ) = C( ) = with { } 6=

-Media’s behavior. Proceeding as in ( ), we obtain that C( ) =
and C( ) = with { } are possible in equilibrium.

Case (1) C( ) = Voters’ beliefs are = (0( ) ) and
= (1( ) ). The payo to the outlet is L whereas if it

deviates its payo is 0 Thus, C( ) = implies L Case
(2) C( ) = Voters’ beliefs are = ( L ) and =

(1( ) ). The payo to the outlet is either if L 2 if L =
or 0 if L ; whereas if it deviates its payo is either if
L L + (1 L) 2 if L = or L if L .
Thus C( ) = implies either L ; 2 L and L = ;
or L and L Case (3) C( ) = Voters’ beliefs
are = (0( )

C) and = (1( )
C). Hence, C( ) =

implies L Case (4) C( ) = Voters’ beliefs are =

( L C) and = (1( )
C). Then, C( ) = implies either

L C; L 2 and C = L; or L and L C
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-Candidates’ behavior. Case ( 1) Let us consider the SP: ( )

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = where
conditions in cases (1) and (3) must be satisfied Candidate L type
gains 2 in equilibrium, whereas if he deviates and sends the message
he gains Therefore, this SP cannot constitute an equilibrium. Case
( 2) The same argument proves that the SP: ( ) C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = neither constitutes an
equilibrium. Case ( 3) We now consider the SP: ( ) C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = where conditions
in cases (2) and (3) must hold. Candidate L gains 2 in equilibrium,
whereas if he deviates he gains either if L 2 if L = or 0 if
L Thus, for L being in equilibrium we need L Analogously,
for C being in equilibrium we need C Then, this SP conforms
an equilibrium when parameters and beliefs satisfy either L

L and C; or L 2 L and = L C Case ( 4)
Finally, let us consider the SP: ( ) C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = where conditions in cases (2) and
(4) must be satisfied. Both candidates do not want to deviate if
min{ L C} Thus, this SP conforms an equilibrium when parameters
and beliefs satisfy either C L; L and L C; or

L 2 and L = C

Proof. Proof of Proposition 3

Let us denote { }, 6= . We focus on the equilibria in which
the monopoly investigates in the equilibrium path.

Consider the equilibrium ( ) C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = L The set of values of parameters
that sustain this equilibrium is { : 0 } The measure of the

set sustaining the equilibrium in which party L wins is
R 1

2

0 = 8
Similarly, the measure of the set sustaining the equilibrium in which C
wins is

R 1
1

2

= 3
8 . Hence, party C wins the election with a higher

probability.

Let us consider the equilibrium ( ) C( ) = C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = L = C
1
2 The set of val-

ues of parameters that sustain this equilibrium is
©

: 2

ª
Note that for this equilibrium to exist, 1

2 must hold. It implies
that party L cannot win in this case (for it to occur, 1

2 must
hold). Additionally, the measure of the set sustaining the equilibrium

Proof of Proposition 3A1.2 Proof of Proposition 3
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in which party C wins is
R 1
1

2
2 = 3

16 There is therefore a bias in
favor of party C.

Finally, let us consider the equilibrium ( ) C( ) =

C( ) = C( ) = C( ) = L

C The set of values of parameters that sustain this equilibrium is
{ : 0 = } which has zero measure. Then, there is no bias in
this case.

Proof. Proof of Proposition 4

Let us denote by L
L
C

C
C
L

= ( L( | L
L
C) C( | C

C
L)) the belief

that voters have on candidate L being given his platform L and
medium C’s message on him, L

C; and the voters’ belief on candidate
C being given his platform C and medium L’s message on him C

L.

Let us consider a hypothetical (pooling) equilibrium in which L( ) =

L( ) = L C( ) = C( ) = C where L L { }, C C

{ }, L 6= L, C 6= C

After observing message the belief of medium C on candidate L is

L( | ) { L} for L { } respectively. Analogously, after
observing message the belief of medium L on candidate C is C( |
) { C} for C { } respectively.

Let {L C} { } and { }, for the laborist and the
conservative party respectively.

Suppose L( ) = and C( ) = Voters’ beliefs on candidate
are ( | ) {1 1( )} for { } respectively, where the
superscript ( ) means that assumption applies; and they are
( | ) {0 0( )} for { } respectively. The payo

to outlet L if it investigates is L( | L) C( | C) 2 + (1 L( |

L)) C( | C) +(1 L( | L))(1 C( | C)) 2 , and its payo
if it does not is L( | L) 2 + (1 L( | L)) Then, if C( ) =

L( ) = cannot hold in equilibrium. Suppose now L( ) =
and C( ) = Voters’ beliefs on candidate L are L( | )
{ L} for L { }; and they are L( | ) {0( ) 0( )}
for L { } respectively. Voters’ beliefs on candidate C are C( |
) {1 1( )} for C { } ; and they are C( | )

{0 0( )} for C { } respectively. The payo to outlet L if
it investigates is C( | C) , and its payo if it does not is
Then, if C( ) = L( ) = cannot hold in equilibrium.

A1.3 Proof of Proposition 4
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Summarizing, L( ) = cannot hold in equilibrium. Analogously,
we prove that neither L( ) = , C( ) = nor C( ) =
can hold in equilibrium. This completes the proof.
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